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A CONVERGENT FRAMEWORK
FOR THE MULTICOMPONENT KP-HIERARCHY
G. F. HELMINCK AND G. F. POST
ABSTRACT. In this paper we describe how to construct convergent solutions of
the multicomponent KP-hierarchy, starting from a certain open subset of the
Grassmann manifold of a special kind of Banach space, and derive an expression of its solutions in terms of Fredholm determinants. Further we show that
the simplest nonscalar reduction of the present hierarchy leads to the AKNShierarchy.

INTRODUCTION

In §1 we introduce the multicomponent KP-hierarchy, following [U], and we
show that in order to obtain solutions of this collection of nonlinear partial
differential equations it suffices to solve a set of linear equations. §2 contains a
description of the Grassmann manifold of a certain Banach space, which is the
starting point of our construction. The actual construction of the solutions is
given in §3. The scheme according to which we obtain solutions of the multicomponent KP-hierarchy is the same as that used in [Se] to construct solutions
of the KP-hierarchy. §4 expresses the wave function in terms of t-functions.
We conclude (§5) with a discussion of reductions of the present hierarchy and
give the relation with the AKNS-hierarchy.
l.

THE MULTICOMPONENT KP-HIERARCHY

1.1. First we describe the framework in which the above-mentioned hierarchy is
formulated. Let B be an associative algebra over C with identity element and
8 a C-derivation of B. Following [Wi], we denote the algebra of "pseudodifferential operators with coefficients in B" by B[C;, C;-I]. Its elements are
formal expressions,

bj E B for all j and NEZ,
which are added componentwise and whose mUltiplication is based on the
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following rules:
e i . ej

= ei +j

em. b =

t (~)aj
j=O

]

for all i and j in Z,
(b)e m- j

for all m in Z and b E B.

If P = Ebjej is any element of B[e, e- I], then we write P+ for the differential operator part of P and we denote P - P+ by P_, i.e.,
P+

= L:biei

and P_

i~O

= L:biei.
i<O

The subalgebra of the differential operators in B[e, e- I], i.e., those P for
which P = P+, is denoted by B[e].
1.1.1. Remark. One easily verifies that a K = Ei<N kiei in B[e, e- I] , with
kN f:. 0, is invertible if and only if kN is invertiblein B.

1.2. The elements of B[e, e- I] can be interpreted as operators by letting them
act through multiplication on B[e, e- I] itself. This leads one to the definition of the following B[e, e-I]-module: Let M(l) be the space of all power
series in A with coefficients in B which have a "pole at infinity," i.e., all sums
E;:'-oo b/ ' with bi E B. Its B[e, e-I]-module structure is an algebra extension of the following actions:
b.

L: b/ = L: bb/ '

with b E B,

e· L:b/ = L:a(b)i + L:b/+
e-

i i i

I .

I

,

00

L:b/ = L:L:(-l)jaj(bi)Ai-j-l.
j=O

i

Clearly M(l) is a free B[e, e-I]-module with generator 1. The B[e, e- I]module structure on a space of power series in A with another prescribed behaviour around infinity is trivially carried over from M( 1). To be more precise,
let g(A) be a power series in A with coefficients in B. Denote {f(A)g(A)lf(A) E
M(l)} by M(g(A)). Then M(g(A)) becomes a B[e, e-I]-module by simply
putting
P(f(A)g(A)) = (p. f(A))g(A) for each P in B[e, e- I].
Hence each M(g(A)) is a free B[c;, el]-module with generator g(A). This
fact is used to obtain equations for operators in B[c;, e l ] by their action on
elements of M(g(A)).
1.3. To give the form of the hierarchy we now specify B. The algebra B
consists of the square matrices of size m with entries from a commutative Calgebra R. We assume that R contains qti,Q]' as a subalgebra, where i E N
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and 1 :5 a :5 m, and that there exist for all those i and a derivations 8i ,a
of R which extend the partial derivativew.r.t. ti,a from qti,a] to R. These
derivations of R extend in a natural way to derivations of B and they are
denoted by the same symbol. For each i and a, we let 8i a act coefficientwise
1 ] and M(I). Of the derivation 8 of B we require for the moment
on B[e,
only that it commutes with all the 81, ,a • We write E a for the element of B,
which has a 1 on the (a, a)-entry and zeros elsewhere. We consider operators
1 ] of the form
Land Ua , 1:5 a :5 m, in B[e,

e-

L=

e+ ~/jej

e-

and

j<O

Ua = Ea

+ ~Uj,aej.
j<O

Now the multicomponent KP-hierarchy consists of an infinite set of differential
equations for the coefficients Ij and U j ,a ' which are conveniently formulated
in terms of the operators Land Ua . These equations are
(1.3.1)

8i ,a(L) = [(L i Ua)+, L],

( 1.3.2)

8i ,a(Up ) = [(LiUa)+, Up].

e

Since the left-hand sides of (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) contain only powers of with
negative exponents, it would be nice if this would hold for the right-hand sides
too. This is the case if L and the Up commute with the Li Ua ' for then we
have [(L i Ua)+ ' L] = _[(L i UaL , L] and [(L i Ua)+' Up] = _[(L i UaL, Up].
Therefore we assume that the Ua commute among each other and with L.
The KP-hierarchy corresponds to the case m = 1 and Ua = 1 .
1.4. An essential step in the construction of solutions of (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) is
to view them as compatibility conditions for a set of linear equations. Before
giving them, we introduce for each i E Nand 1 :5 a :5 m an endomorphism
8,I,a of M(g(A)) by

8i ,a(f(A)g(A)) =

{8 i ,a(f(A))

+ f(A)EaAi}g(A).

The property of 8,l,a one needs is that for all P in B[e,
M(g(A)) ,

e-

1]

and m in

Ifwe choose g(A) such that applying 8,I,Q termwise to g(A) results in E a Ai g(A) ,
then 8i ,a coincides with applying 8i ,a termwise to the series f(A)g(A). Such
a choice is available in the present context, for if we take

g(A) = exp (diag

(~ti'IAi, ... , ~ ti,mAi))
i~l

,

i~l

then the entries of the coefficients of g(A) belong to C[ti,a]' This is the g(A)
that we choose in practice. Let L and the Ua be as above. Consider now for
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in M(g(A)) the equations

(1.4.1)
( 1.4.2)

L(w) = AW,
Ua(w) = wEa ,

(1.4.3)

i

N

ai,a(w) = (L Ua)+(w).

A nonzero

W satisfying these equations is called a wave function corresponding
to L and the Ua . Clearly if '1' ... , , m belong to Z and W is a wave function
corresponding to L and the Ua ' then so is w diag(Arl , ••• , Arm) . Hence we may
assume that a wave function has the form w = U::i<o W/}g(A) , with Wo "# O.
Ifweassociateto w a W = ~i<Owiei in B[e, e-I]~ then the equations (1.4.1),
(1.4.2), and (1.4.3) amount to the following relations in B[e, I ]:

e-

(1.4.4)

LW= We,

(1.4.5)

UaW = WEa ,

(1.4.6)

ai,a(W)

+ WEaei

= (LiUa)+W.

If one applies 8i ,p to both sides of (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) and substitutes (1.4.3)
into it, then, after translating the result back to B[e, I ], one obtains
...-.

ai,p(L)W

and

= (L

--

i

e-

i'-"

i'-

Up)+We - L(L Up)+W
i--

--

ai,p(Ua)W = (L Up)+WEa - Ua(L Up)+W.

If W is invertible, then these relations imply that L and the Ua satisfy the
equations of the multicomponent KP-hierarchy and for that it is sufficient that
Wo is invertible, see (1.1.1). In that case we see moreover that
.-.. - - 1

L=WeW

--

--1

and Ua=WEaW

.

Hence L and the Ua are obtained by "dressing" the trivial solution (e, Eo) .
Note that all such defined Land Ua commute. Conversely, given an operator
W of the form W = ~i<O Wiei , with Wo = Id, one can then define Land
the Ua by these formulas-and, in order that they satisfy the equations of the
multicomponent KP-hierarchy, it is sufficient to show that ~i<O
satisfies
(1.4.3). This is the procedure that we will follow in §3. Solutions obtained in
this way satisfy [L, Ua] = [Ua ' Up] = 0, UaUp = ~apUp, and ~:I Ua = Id.
These are the assumptions imposed on L and the Ua in [U].

w/

1.5. The equations (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) possess a certain scaling stability. We will
explain here what we mean by this. In order that the following computations
make sense, we will assume that R consists of functions in the parameters
t l· ,Q and that each al' ,Q is differentiation w.r.t. t l· ,Q • Since all solutions to be
constructed are of this type, this is no serious restriction.
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Let c be in C* . For each

U
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in R we put

u(ti,a)

= U(Citi,o)

and likewise, for b = (b i) E B, (b)ij = bij" We write R, resp. B, for
{ulu E R}, resp. {bib E B}. Now let (L, Va) as in (1.3) be a solution of the
multicomponent KP-hierarchy. Consider

e- ]

1
Then L- and Va
belong to B[e,
and we call them the scalings of (L, V(,)
by a factor c. We claim that (L, Va) are again a solution of the multicomponent KP-hierarchy. This is the stability we had in mind. This statement is
most easily seen if one introduces the End(Cm)-algebra B generated by the formal noncommutative symbols (;k Ui ) and 8'( Uj ,a) , with k, r ~ 0, i, j < 0,

and 1 :5 Q :5 m. Clearly we can speak of B[e, C 1 ] and we put a grading on this algebra by prescribing it on its generators. We give 8 k Ui ) degree

k-i+l, 8'(u j ,a). degree -j+r,and

e'

degree r. An element L,i~Njal

in B[e, C
is called homogeneous of degree n if the degree of aie i is n
for all i. In particular L. = + L,i<O ~ei is homogeneous of degree one and
1]

Va = Ea

e

+ L,j<o u j ,aej is homogeneous of degree zero. Since homogeneity is

preserved under multiplication, we get

and

[(L. i V a)+' Vp]
-

= L cije- j ,
j>O

with Aij' resp. Cij ' homogeneous polynomial expressions in the 8'Ui ) and
8 S (u j ,a) of degree i - j + 1, resp. i - j. Then (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) amount to
the following relations for the Ii and Uj ,a :
8 i ,aUj ) = Aij(8'Us ), 8P(u t ,y))'
8 i ,a(u j ,p) = Cij (8'(lJ, 8 P(u t ,y))·

Thus we must show the same relations for Ij replaced by
replaced by C-juj,p. But
8.

I,a

(c-j+1i.) = Ci + 1- j
J

(8.

I,a

i

c - j+ 1 j

U.))~ = cdegree(Aij)X.
J

P -t~
))
( '( c-s+l/~s),8(c
=Aij8
Ut,y'

IJ

and

Uj

,p
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vi,a

(-j

C

~ ) _

Uj -

i- j(~

(

))- _

degree(C;)C-

vi,a Uj,p
- C
ij
= cij(a'(c-s+ 11s ), aP(c-tut,r))'
C

and this proves the assertion.

2.

THE GRASSMANN MANIFOLD

2.1. In this section we recall the definition and some properties of the Grassmann manifold of a certain Banach space H, such as was introduced in [He].
First of all H is a subspace of the space of all functions from Z to C. Denote
the map which sends i to one and all other integers to zero by Vi' Hence all
elements of H have a decomposition

Laiv i ,
iEZ
into the basic elements Vi' For any S

~

Z, we write Hs for

{h=Laivi!hEH,ai=OVi

rt S}.

In particular, we combine this notation with the following two: ~ 0 = {nln E Z,
n ~ O} and < 0 = {mlm E Z, m < O}. Further we make the following
convention: if we use the word "natural" as an adjective for a map from a
subspace W to H to some Hs ' then we mean the map

LCiV i ,
iES
We assume that the normed space H has the following properties:
2.1.1. H contains all the Vi' i E Z, and all the natural projections H -+ H{i}
are continuous.
2.1.2. Let p+ be the prescription Laiv i -+ Li>Oaiv i . Then p+ maps
H continuously onto H>o' In particular, we have the decomposition H =
H>o EEl H<o'
-2.1.3. The prescription A: LiEZ aiv i -+ LiEZ a iv i+ 1 defines a bounded endomorphism of H with operator norm IIAII.
2.1.4. The Vi' i E Z, form a topological base of H, i.e., if V = L aiv i E H
then V = limM -->00 "M
L.J , =- M a I.v I..
W

= LCiV i

-+

2.2. Remarks. (a) Examples of Banach spaces satisfying all these properties are
the IP (J.l), 1 ::; p < 00 and J.l a positive measure on Z satisfying J.l( i + 1) ::;
M J.l(i) , for some constant M and all i in Z.
(b) Thanks to property 2.1.3, each power series Li~Oai/' a i E C, with radius of convergence greater than IIAII determines an endomorphism Li~O aiA i
of H. We will use the notation rcA) for {yly E Aut(H) , y = exp(Li>l aiAi)
with the ai coefficients of such a power series}.
(c) H can be realized as a certain space of complex power series in A. by
mapping L a ivito L a/ and simply transferring the norm. This realization
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was used in the case of the KP-hierarchy. Here we need a vector version of this
realization (see 3.1).
(d) Since H>o possesses the approximation property, we can speak of the
determinant for each operator in End(H>o) of the form "Id + nuclear" (see
[He]).
2.3. For any subspace W of H we denote the canonical embedding of W into
H by iw. Let Grk(H) be the collection of closed subspaces W in H such
that p+ 0 iw is a Fredholm operator of index k. As in [He] we introduce
2.3.1. Definition. The Grassmann manifold of H is the collection of all subspaces Grk(H) , k E Z.
Our object of interest is the space Gro(H) , which we also denote by Gr.
Recall that the Grassmann manifold consisting of all n-dimensional subspaces
of en+rn is isomorphic to the quotient of the space of complex (n + m) x nmatrices of rank n under the natural right action of Gln(C) or, to say it in
other words, it is the space of all embeddings of en into en+rn divided by the
group of automorphisms of en . An analogue of this description exists also for
Gr. Consider the space P of all continuous embeddings W of H>o into H,
which satisfy
2.3.2. W + = p + 0 W has the form "identity + a nuclear operator."
Since nuclear operators are compact, W + is a Fredholm operator of index
zero and, in particular, the image of W is a closed subspace of H. Clearly
im( w) belongs to Gr. Since finite-dimensional operators are nuclear, each W
in Gr occurs as the image of an element of P. Two elements WI and w2
of P have the same image if and only if they differ by an element of T, i.e.,
w2 = WI 0 t, t E T, where T is the group of automorphisms of H>o which
have the form "identity + nuclear." Hence under the projection n: P -+ Gr,
n(w) = im(w) , we get an identification of Gr with PIT.
The topology of Gr is derived from that of P: a bases of neighbourhoods of
w in P consists of

where II-III is the Schatten-norm on the space of nuclear operators, 11-11 denotes
the operator norm and (;:;~), resp. (;~), are the decompositions of wand p
w.r.t. H = H>o ffi H<o. T becomes a topological group if we take {tit E
T, lit - idlll < e}, e > 0, as the neighbourhood base of the identity. It is not
difficult to see that the natural right action of T on P is continuous. We then
put the quotient topology on Gr.
Apart from the description given above of Gr, we can also see it as an orbit
of a certain group of automorphisms of H under its natural action. To be more
precise, let Gn be the group of bounded automorphisms of H which have, with
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respect to the decomposition H = H?o E9 H<o' the form

and dare Fredholm operators with }
{(~ db) I aindex(~)
= index(d) = 0, e is bounded
and b IS a nuclear operator.

Gn acts on Gr by its natural action on H and it is not difficult to see that this
action is transitive. Hence we have Gr as the quotient Gnl Bn ' where Bn is the
stabilizer of H>o' Further Gn is easily seen to act continuously on Gr if we
take the followmg as a neighbourhood base of the identity in Gn :

{gig E Gn , g = [~ ~], Iia -

idll < e,

lid -

idll < e, Ilell < e,

Ilblll < e} .

It is shown in [He] that the elements of r(A) are examples of automorphisms
lying in Bn and the realizations PIT and GniBn of Gr are chosen to include
operators of this form.

2.4. On Gr we define the determinant bundle Det and its dual Det * as the orbit
spaces corresponding respectively to the following actions of T on P xC:

t, Adet(t)-I),
(w 0 t, Adet(t)).

(w, A) ---+ (w
(w, A) ---+

0

Here w belongs to P, t to T, and A lies in C. From the second action it
will be clear that we can define a section a of Det * by
a(n(w)) = (w, det(w+)).

Since it is not clear how to define an action of Gn on Det or Det* we pass
in Gn there
to an extension G of Gn • First we note that for each g =
exists an automorphism q of H>o such that aq-I - id is finite dimensional.
For G we now take the collection of pairs (g, q) with g as above in Gn and
q an automorphism of H>o such that aq-I - id is nuclear. This set forms a
group w.r.t. the natural co~position. Since det(t) = det(qtq-I) for each t in
T and for each q in Aut(H?o)' we can define an action of G on Det* by

[:!]

(g, q) . (w, A) = (g

0

w

0

q - I , A).

G becomes a continuous transformation group of Det* if we equip it with the
topology generated by

{ ( ( a b) )
e d ,q

E

Gilia - idll < e, lid - idll < e, Ilq - idll < e, }
Ilaq-I-idlll<e,llblll<e,lIell<e
.

Note that there is a natural way to embed the group Bn into G, namely
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This will be assumed from now on. We conclude this section with defining for
each W in P a function .w: G -+ C by

.w

.w((g,q)

-I

)=det((gowoq

-I

)+).

The restriction of
to Bn measures the failure of Bn-equivariance of (J at
the point n(w) of Gr. Moreover its zero-set forms the boundary of the domain
to which the solutions (constructed below) of the hierarchy have an analytic
continuation.
2.S. We introduce here the Banach spaces needed for the multicomponent case.
Take m copies H(i), 1 ~ i ~ m, of the space H from (2.1). Denote their
basic elements by Vki ) , k E Z and 1 ~ i ~ m. Consider the space K =
i
1 H(i) with the sum norm and the basic elements ei - k - m - I = Vk ) , k E Z
and 1 ~ i ~ m. K satisfies the conditions (2.1.1), (2.1.2), (2.1.3), and (2.1.4)
so that we can speak of Gro(K) and the dual of the determinant bundle over
this space. We assume that all the H(i) are realized as power series in A as
indicated in 2.2(c). Hence the elements of K are realized as power series in A
with coefficients in C m whose elements are written as rows. E.g. the elements
i ) correspond to I;Ak, with I; the standard basic vector of Cm with a one
in the ith place and zeros elsewhere. We embed End(C m ) into EndK in the
following way: if A = (a i) E End(C m ) then the operator

ffi:
vk

h = (k p

... ,

km )

-+

hA

corresponds to A with hi E H. We write /j, for the endomorphism
diag(A, ... ,A) of K. Then we can define the operator Ei~O AjAj for each
series Aj in End(C m ) such that Ej>o IIAjillAlj < 00. The relevant flows
on Gro(K) for the multicomponent KP-hierarchy are of this form. Namely
let r be the m-fold product of the r(A). If Y = (Y 1 ' ••• , Ym ) E r, with
Ya = exp(Ej~1 tjaAj) , then it acts on K by
(hi' ... , hml

~ (hI exp (f,; tjl.lj )

, ... , h m exp

(L: tjm.l j ))

.

In other words, Y acts as exp(Ej~1 diag(tjl ' ... , tjm)A j ). Moreover these
operators belong to Gn •
Next we want to introduce a "scaling" on the space Gro(K). Here we restrict
attention to those e in C· for which
LWjA j -+ Le-jwjA j ,
(2.5.1 )
j~O

j~O

defines a bounded operator from K<o to K<o. Clearly such e satisfy lei
Every W in P can, thanks to (2.1.4), be unIquely written in the form

LV/ LLVjW
-+

j~O

j~OjEZ

j/

~

1.
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with w ji E End(C m ) and Vi E Cm for all i and j. As in the one-dimensional
case one shows that one may assume that the W ij satisfy the additional conditions w ji = 0 for all j > i and there is aN> 0 such that W ii = Id for
all i ~ Nand W ji = 0 for all j =f. i, i, j ~ N. Now let Rc be the "scaling"
prescription
LWi"~,i ---. Lwic-i),i.
iEZ

iEZ

If one starts with a general power series in K, then applying Rc does not lead
in K, then
to an element in K. However if we consider elements I:i:5:N
(2.5.1) tells you that Rc(I:w/) is again in K. As we have seen above, every
W in Gro(K) has a topological basis ofthis form. Now the scaling of W by the
factor c, Rc W , is by definition the closure of the span of the Rc -transforms
of the elements in such a basis. Rc W belongs again to Gro(K), since it is the
image of the embedding

w/

L
i~O

where

W ji

v / ---. L
i~O

L

Vi(WjiCi-j)),j,

jEZ

satisfies the assumptions above and thus belongs to P.

3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLUTIONS
3.1. The starting point of our construction is the space Gr = Gro(K) . For each
W in Gr, consider the subset rW of r, defined by

rW =

{yly E

r,

= {yly E r,

the natural projection Wy -I

!w(y) =f. 0 for some

W

---. K~o is an isomorphism}

in P with n(w)

= W}.

From this last equality it is clear that rW is an open subset of r. However,
contrary to the case m = 1, for m ~ 2 there are always subspaces W in
Gr such that rW is empty. Take, e.g. for each i in {I, ... , m}, a W; in
Grk(H), where not all k i are zero and I::I k i = o. Then W =
I W; lies

EB:

ar

in
= Gro(K) but rW is empty. Nevertheless the collection 0 consisting of
all W in Gr with rW nonempty, is a nonvoid open subset of Gr. For each W
in 0 we will construct a solution of the hierarchy, whose coefficients belong to
the algebra Bw of functions from rW to Mm(C) that are analytic w.r.t. each
of the parameters tk , i. For the derivation () of Bw we take I:1:5:a:5:m ()I ,a·

vb

3.2. For each y E r W , let !,VW(Y)i be the inverse image of i ) under the
natural projection Wy-I ---. K>o. If the action of y-I decomposes in Gn as

(g~) and if

W

= (::;~) E P, th;n one verifies directly that

!,VW(Y)i = v~i)

+ dw_a-I(aw+a- I + bw_a-I)-I(v~i))
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Since all the !,Vw (y) i belong to W Y-I , we can define maps IfIWi:
rn

281
rW -+

W by

LLP(k),ij(Y)V~).

IfIw)Y) = (!,Vw(YUY =

kE71 j=1

From this formula and the form of the operators a, b, and d, it will be clear
that all the maps tj,i -+ IfIw)Y) , with 1 :s; i :s; m and j EN, are Frechetdifferentiable. Next we introduce the matrices qtw(Y) and '¥w(y) whose rows
are the !,Vw i(Y) and IfIw i(Y)' resp., 1 :s; i :s; m. An essential property of
'¥w(y) is that all its deri~atives W.r.t. the t I,J
. . have rows that all belong to
W. We write Q;(k)(Y) ' resp. P(k)(Y) ' for the matrices whose (i ,j) th entry is
Q;(k),ij(Y) ' resp. P(k),jj(Y); then Q;(k) and P(k) belong to Bw' Following the
lines set out in the first section, we introduce in Bw[~' ~-I] the operators
Kw

k
= Id + "~" Q;(k)~'

Lw

k<O

-I
= Kw~Kw'

and we associate to qtw(Y) , '¥w(y) , and Y
'¥ W[A] , and Y[A]:

qt W[A] = Id + L Q;(k)l ,

E

Ua,

r,

-I
= LwEa,Lw
'

the power series qtW[A] ,

'¥ W[A] = L p(k)l ,

k<O

kE71

Y[A] = exp (Ldiag(tk,I' ... , tk,rn)l) .
k~1

The action of r is such that qt W[A], '¥W[A] , and Y[A] are related through
'¥ W[A] = qt W[A]Y[A] , where the product is the usual one for the multiplication
of power series. In other words, '¥W[A] E M(y[A]).
3.3. We want to show that '¥ w[A] is a wavefunction corresponding to Lw and
the Ua,. Since 8k ,a,Y[A] = AkEa,Y[A], we have 8k ,a, = 8k ,a, on M(Y[A]) and
according to section (1.4), it suffices to prove
k

8k , a, ('¥w [A]) = (LwUa,)+('¥W[A]).

This relation is a consequence of the following
3.3.1. Proposition. For all 1 :s;
of the form Pk ,0':

:s; m and all k

1 there exists a Pk
= "k_o
WJ- Pk ,Ct.,} ~j , with Pk ,et, k = E ,such that
Q;

~

Q

8k ,a,('¥W[A]) = Pk,a,('¥W[A]).
Ifwe substitute '¥W[A] =
•

qt W[A]Y[A] in this relation we then get
•

k

{8k ,a,('¥W[A]) + '¥W[A]A Ea,}Y[A] = Pk,a,('¥W[A]).
By translating this back to Bw[~,

elL

we obtain the relation

k

8k ,a,Kw +Kw~ Ea, = Pk,a,K w '
which implies Pk,a,

= (Kw~kEa,K;;})+ = (L~Ua,)+.

a,

E Bw[~]
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Proof. First we have
•

k

8k ,Q('I'WP.]) = 'I' WP.]E), y[J.]
= 'Pw[J.]EQly[J.]

= {EQ l

Next we consider the action of
term modulo y[).]:

t

•

+ 8k ,Q('I'W[J.])y[J.]
+

(2: c/)

+ 2:bij}
J<k

y[J.]

1<0

y[J.].

on M(y[J.]). Here we look at the leading

Hence there is an s < k such that
k

8k ,Q('I'w[J.]) - EQ8 ('I'w[J.]) = (AsJ. s +

2:
j<s

.

piJ)y[J.]·

Continuing in this way, after at most k steps we obtain a polynomial E~=o Ai8i ,
with all the Ai in Bw and Ak = EQ ' satisfying

Since multiplying a matrix from the left by another one involves only linear
operations with the rows, all the rows of the Ai8 i ('I' w (y)) belong again to
W. On the other hand, the rows of (8k ,Q - Ei=o Ai8i)'I' w(y) also belong to
(K<o)Y' Hence by the definition of rW , they must be zero and we have the
desired equality

3.4. In this subsection we explain the connection between the scaling in (1.5)
and that in (2.5). Take c in C* as in (2.5). If
). = exp

(f:
J=I

diag(tjl ' ... , t jm

)/1/)

E

r,
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then we write
Y = exp

(L:
(L:

diag(c j tjl ' ... , cj tjm)A j )

j~1

= exp

diag(tjl ' ... , tjm)(CA/)

j~1

= L:lakAk,
k~O

with ak E End(C m ). The relation needed is RcYW = yRcW for all y E r
and all W E Gro(K). Since each y = Ei>o aiAi = lim n ..... co E7=o aiAi , it
suffices to prove this relation for y E r of th; form y = E;=I aiA i ; then also
Y = E7=1 ciai~i. Now for W = Ej~NWlj E W, we have
RcY

(L: UJ)J)

= Rc

j~N

(t L:
i=1

L: L: c-jai(w)J.. i+j ,
n

=

ci ai(Wj)J.. i+j )

j~N

i=1

j~N

The elements of W of this form are dense in W, hence we get the desired
equality. This implies
3.4.1. Proposition. The wave functions of Wand Rc Ware related through
'PR w(y)[J..]y[J..] = 'Pw(Y)[J../c]ji[J../c].
c

Proof. Since y[J..] = y[J../c] one merely has to show the equality for 'Pw and
'PR w. First we have Rc('Pw(Y)[J..]) = 'Pw(Y)[J../c]. Thus the ith row of

'P~(Y)[J../c]

is the scaling by c of the unique element of y-I W of the form
1; + L~<o Wl j . In other words it is the unique element in Rc Y-I W = Y-I Rc W
of the form 1;+ lower order in J.. and that is exactly the ith row of 'PR w(y)[J..] .
This proves the proposition.
C

In particular, we see that KR w in B[c;, c;-I] is given by
C

KR

W

= Id+ L:cikic;-i,

C

i>O

with Kw = Id + Ei>o kic;-i . By making use of a grading argument as in (1.5),
one shows that if K;,I = Id + Ei>okiC i , then
K,;lw = Id +
C

L:
i>O

ciKic;-i .
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Hence we get
3.4.2. Proposition.

LRc W

-I
= KRcWeKRcW
= Lw

-

and Va

-I
= KRcWEo.KRcW'

Remark. Assuming that condition (2.5.1) holds for all sufficiently small c, we
consider a W in P with new) = Wk such that w(fo.;..i) = 2: k$i 2:;=1 vkpfp;..k
for all i ~ 0 and 1 :::; G: :::; m. Then we have that an embedding Rcw corresponding to RcW is given by RcW(Ia;..i) = 2: k$i 2:;=1 d-kvkpfp;..k. The
coefficients v kp for k :::; 0 can be estimated by
IVkplllfpll :::;

IIpp lillAII- k llwllliAli i ,

where Pp denotes the natural projection K -+ (fp). Hence given P ~ 1 one
can apply a suitable small scaling by c on w such that N-matrix corresponding
to Rcw has all columns in IP(Z)m. In this sense, the convergent power series
solution of (1.4.1 )-( 1.4.3) to K can be scaled into a solution corresponding to
IP(Z)m.
4.

RELATION WITH T-FUNCTIONS

4.1. Supposing that W E Gr, we will introduce some other elements of Gr
closely related to W. In 4.3 we will need these elements to find a relation
between the wave function '¥ w[;..] and some T-functions in the case W = O.
We will need A: H -+ H to be invertible, so we require that A: H -+ H be
surjective. By the bounded inverse theorem, A -I is also bounded.
Let Ak(>"".,km be the automorphism of K =
1 H(i) of the form

E9:

diag(Akl, '" ,;..km), and Wk1, ... ,km = W . Ak 1 , ••• ,km' Now Wk1, ... ,km is again
an element of Gr if Ak1, ... ,km is an element of Gn , and this is the case when
kl + ... + k m = O.
As is easily verified, (2: ali v i+k, ' ... , 2: ami Vi+k) E Wk, , ... , km if and only if
(2: a li v i , ... , 2:amivi) E W = Wo, ... ,o'
In the sequel we are interested only in the case where most of the k i are zero.
Therefore we introduce Ail) = A k" ... , km for i =F j , with k i = 1, k) = -1 ,
k[ = 0 (l =F i, j). We denote W;/J = WAi/J correspondingly.
Now we want to extend the elements Ail) E Gn to elements (Ail)' qil) E G.
To perform this extension, we consider the splitting
A .. = (ail)
II}

with respect to the direct sum K =

c)

hi)

dil)

K~o EEl K<o'

As mentioned before, ail):

K~o

-+ K~o is a Fredholm operator of index zero. In fact ker(a il ) = Cv~) = Ce)_1
and coker(a il ) ~ Cv~i) = Cei_ l • We introduce the operator E k ,[ mapping
2:G: ie j to G:[ek . Then qil) = ail) +Ei- I ,)-1 is invertible, moreover q~Jaj/) =
id - E)_I ,)-1' so it is surely of the form id + nuclear. Finally notice that hi =
Ej-1,i-l-m is an operator K<o-+K~o'
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4.2. To introduce 'r-functions, we have to fix an embedding W E P such that
im(w) = W 0 'rw: G -+ C is defined in 2.40 Now suppose 'rw(gl) ::f: 00 Then
using the multiplicativity of the determinant one can prove
'r w(glg2)
( )
'rw(gl) = 'r(gl-IW)o(gl-IW);1 g2 '

(40201 )

Notice that WI = (g;-IW)

0

(g;-IW)~I is of the form ((~~J

0

We apply this

formula with gl E rW , and
g2

o (Od
= d lag
I ,000, I°d ,q"

I°d ,000, I°d)

= q,(i) '

where q, = id - AC I , is placed in the (i, i)-entry of g20 We take '{' > IIAII
to ensure that q, E rcA) and qJi) E r
In the I-component case it is proved that upon splitting
= (~~) with

q,1

0

respect to H >0 ED H <0' one has that a -I b: H <0
projection of-H<o onto Ho given by

From this one easily derives that if

.

H >0 is the I-dimensional

-+

K>o is the I-dimensional
-

-

(aU) b(i))

(i)-I _

q,

-+

0

-

(i) -I

d(l)

(i)

wIth respect to K>o ED K<o' then a
b: K<o
K - If'
If' (i).
b
prOjectIOn on i-I = lI..-ei _ 1 = II..-Vo gIven y
o.

Now it is easy to derive the following
Lemma. Suppose y E rW and Im( w) = W, W E P. Then

"
k
'Pw,['b = 1 + ~a(k)ii'
k<O

Proof. We have to calculate

'rw 1(qii)) = det((a(i)

(")

'rw(yq/ )
= 'r () .
w

Y

+ b U)(wIL)a(i)-I)

= det(id + a(i)-I bU)(w l )_)
= 1 + trace(aU)-1 bU)(w l )_).
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Since
(wIL(e i _ l )

= (WI)_(V o(i) ) = ( L

k<O

Q(k)ilVk' ... , L Q(k)imVk ) '
k<O

we have the desired result by using the explicit form of a(W I b(i)

.

4.3. The results of the last lemma enable us to express the diagonal elements
of 'itW[A] in terms of the function Tw' For the off-diagonal element 'itW[A] ji '
j of:. i, we need the space ~/j' We fix W E P such that 1l'(w) = W. Further
we introduce w i / j = Ai/jWqi/] . We will express 'itW[A]ji in terms of TWifj and
Tw' First we will prove this expression in the case a(_I)ij of:. O. This is an extra

rW .

condition on I' E
This derivation shows how one comes to this expression.
Finally we give a derivation which also holds when a(_I)ji = O.
To find '¥W[A]ji in terms of TWill we consider the complete row 'IIw(Y)j:
I
( LQ(k)jIVk , ... , v o + LQ(k)jjVk' ... , LQ(k)jmVk) E Wy- .
k<O
k<O
k<O

Multiplying by A i / j we find
Q(-I)ji

~ - - V k ' ... , Vo + ~ --vk+I'
Q(k)ji
~ -Q(k)jm
)
(k<O
... ,
-Vk
k<O
~

E WI'

Q(k)jl

~

Q(-I)ji

-I

~

k<-I Q(-I)ji

A i / j = ~JjY

Q(-I)ji

-I

Because we required Q(-I)ji of:. 0, the natural projection ~Jjy-I
bijection. Using the results of 4.2 we find that

-+

K~o is a

(')

1+ L

Q(k)ji Ck+1 = TWill (yq/ )
Twi)Y)

k<-I Q(-I)ji

So we obtain the following result:
(')

TWifj (yq/ )

-I

C

A

'¥W[C] JI.. =

Q(

-

I) .. ---""'--JI

T

wifj(Y)

Now it is easy to prove the following theorem in the case
Theorem. Suppose I' E

rW

Q(-I)ji

of:. O.

A

and define '¥w(y) as be/ore. Then

A

'¥W[C]ji =

-I

C

(')

TWi)yq,' )
Tw(y)

j of:. i.

Proof. For convenience we write A = (y-Iwa-I)~I E T, where 1'-1 = (g~)

Then Tw(y) = det((y-Iwa-I)+) =

detA- I .

.
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On the other hand, since det(aqi/ja-Iqii))
.w;)y)

= 1,

= det((y Ai/jw)+qi/j a )
-I
= det((Aifjy -I wa -I )+qi/j)
-I
-I-I
= det(A -I qi/j
(Aifjy wa A)+)
-I

= det(A

-I

-I

-I

). det(qi/ja i/ j + qi/j bi(W I )_)·
-I

-I

So .w;)y) = det(qii)a ifj + qii) biw_)· ·w(y)·
Now q:-/~a./.
I} I}

= id -

E.} - I , }. - I and q:-/~b.
is the proiection
E.} - I ,1. I -m
I} 1
J

.

So

qii)a i/ j +qii)bi(wIL is of the form id+ I-dimensional, so we are left with the

calculation of

1 +trace(-Ej_l,j_1 +Ej_l,i_I_m(wIL).

=

Since (-Ej_l,j_1 + Ej_l,i_I_m(wI)_)(ej_l)
.w;)y) = u(_I)ji' ·w(y) , proving the result.

(-1 + u(_I)ji)(ej _ l ) we find

We now turn to a proof for the last theorem without assuming u(_I)ji '" O.
We define two elements of P, namely WI (as above) and v i / j :
WI

id)
= (I' -I wa -I )(1' -I wa -I )+-I = ((wiL
'
-I

v i/j = Ai/jw I qi/j .

Now we have
(i)

Lemma. • w;)yq, ) = .w(Y).v;)q,)·

Proof.

(i)-1

(i)

.w;)yq, ) = det((q,

(i)-I

= det((q,

- -I

I'

-I

-I

Ai/jwqi/ja

Aifjy

= .w (1'(A i/jq,

(i)))

-I

wa

-I

-I

a

-I

qi/ja

(i)-I
(i)-I

)+)
)+)

.

Here we used that A i/ j and 1'-1 commute, and that det(aqi/ja-Iqii)) = 1 .
Further A~~

= (A i/ j , qi/)-I . Using the multiplicity formula (4.2.1) we find
- -I

A- -I

·w(y( A i/jq, )) = ·w(y) . ·w I ( i/jq,
(i)

It is left to prove that .v;)q?))

with
v+

= C'¥w[C1 ji .
-I

(i))

( )

.

So let us investigate v i/ j
-I

= aifjqifj + bi(WI)_qi/j

= (id - E i_ 1 ,i-I) + bi(wILqii]
= id + proj

( (i))

=·w I' . ·v;li q,

on Cei _ 1 •

= (~~) ,
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Moreover! (q(i)) =det(v +a(i)-lb(i)v_). Now a(i)-lb(i) is also a projection
viii ,
+
on Cei _ l . So
det(v+ + a(i)-l b(i)v_)
-I

= 1 + trace(-Ei _ 1 ,i-I + bi(wILqi/i + a
= 1 + (-1 + s( ')) = s( ') ,

(i)-l

(i)

b v_)

where s( 0 is given by

which proves the theorem in the general case.
4.4. Let us discuss these results. First notice that the spaces W.k1, .. ·,km in [U]
are what we called W- k1 , ... , -km ' which can be seen by comparing the expression
of 'Pw in !w and !w
in both cases.
k1· .. ··km
Second we want to consider !w as a function of variables ([.l,a ), j =
1 , 2, ... , a = 1 , ... , m. Therefore we write

and denote the set of (ti,a) forwhich y-I Er by T,and !w(y) by !w((ti,a)).
In the case that ([i ,a) E T, we have the following assertions:
10
20

!w ((ti, a)) is well defined.
!w((ti,a)) is a globally defined analytic function (of any finite number

of variables).

This last statement can be proved using the expression of the determinant in
traces of exterior powers of (y-Iwa-I)+ -id (see [He]). To prove that T t= 0,
note that (ti,a) with only finitely many [i,a nonzero are elements of T.
All this has consequences for the wave function 'P w [']. Since
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we see that for tw(Y) #0, 'fW[']ji is an analytic function of (any finite number
of) (tj.a) and, for "I> IIAII·

5. REDUCTIONS
In this section we consider some reductions of the multicomponent KPhierarchy. First in 5.1 we show that very general Lax equations, as considered
in [Wi], are obtained as reductions. Moreover in subsection 5.2 we show that an
easy case of the reductions leads to the AKNS-hierarchy, as defined in [FNR).
Throughout this section,
Al = AI ..... I = diag(AI , '" , AI).
5.1. Suppose that W E Gr satisfies
m

(5.1.1)

WE W

=* ~cpwEpAI
P=l

E W

A special case of this reduction is cp = 1 leading to
m

~

I

I

WE W=* ~wEp!1 =wA E W.

P=l

We denote

..:.t:n

=

E;=l cpL~Up.

We prove the following.

Assertion. WE Gr satisfies (5.1.1) =*'?w = (.?w)+·
Proof(we write'? instead of .?w)'

so

( 5.1.2)
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Because of (5.1.1), A' L: p cplflw[A]Ep E Wand with it the left-hand side of
(5.1.2), so the right-hand side, is a member of W n K:5o' Y = {O}. Therefore
LCpP"plflw[A] = A' LCplflw[A]Ep '
p
p
L cpo, ,pa(k)Ep = 0
p

Translating these equations back to B[e,
one yields

e-

(Vk::; 0).
1]

and writing

W=

K w ' the first

(5.1.3)
and the second one becomes
(5.1.4)

LCpo"p(W)Ep = O.
p

,---- ----,
we ,from which we derive

On the other hand we have L W =

LCpwe'Ep = LCpL'WEp
p
p
= LCpL'UpW = 2"W.

p

Comparing with (5.1.3) yields ~ = 2", since
the assertion.

W

is invertible. This proves

2" is a differential polynomial L:~=o qi ei with leading terms
m

m

2" = L CpEpe' + L cp[a_ 1 , Ep]e'-l
P=l
P=l

+ ....

Therefore q, = diag(c 1 ' c2 ' ••• ,cm ) and (q'-l)ij = (a_1)ij(c i - c). In particular, (q'-l)ij = 0 if ci = cj ' so 2" is of the form studied by Wilson in [Wi].
From the equations for L one easily derives

This yields partial differential equations for the matrix elements (ak)ij of

W. In [Wi] conditions are discussed such that one finds equations expressed
in the elements (qS)ij of 2" only. This amounts to restricting oneself to
certain derivations of the form L:;=l dpoi,p such that the leading term of
L:;=l dpLiUp (E Z(2")) is admissible (see Definition 2.17 of [WiD, that is
= d p if cn = d p .

da
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5.2. We consider a special case of the reduction of 5.1, namely we take Cp = 1
(fi = 1, ... , m). In this case 2' = LZ. Moreover from (5.1.4) one finds
L. p 8z,p(W) = O. In particular, for 1= 1 we have 8(W) = O. Since L =
-- -- 1
..-.
..-. 1
W~W- and Ua = WEaW- we also have
L8z,p(L) = L8Z,p(Ua ) = O.

(5.2.1)

p

p

Next we consider the easiest case of the situation above, namely we take m = 2
and I = 1 , which leads to
( 5.2.2)
We have two series of equations, (1.3.1) and (1.3.2). As noted, 8(L i Ua )+ =
so (1.3.1) is trivially satisfied. We rewrite (1.3.2) in the following form:

+ U2))+'

( 5.2.3)

(8i ,1 +8i ,2)Up = [(Li(U I

(5.2.4)

(8i ,1 -8i,2)Up = [(Li(UI - U2))+' Up]'

0

Up],

Now [(L i (UI +U2))+, Up] = [Id·~, Up] = O,so (8i,I+8i,2)Up = O. This means
that Up depends only on Xi = (ti, I - t i , 2)' and not on Yi = 1(ti, I + t i , 2) .
Therefore denote 8i = 8/8 Xi = 8i , I - 8i , 2 ' so we have

1

(5.2.4)'

8/Up ) = [(Li(U I - U2 ))+' Up],

which is equivalent to

+ U2 ) = [(~i Q)+,

+ U2 ],

(5.2.5)

8i ( U I

(5.2.6)

8/UI - U2) = [(~iQ)+, U I - U2].

We denoted Q
with

= UI -

U2

.

Since U I

UI

+ U2 = Id, (5.2.5) is trivial. We are left

(5.2.7)
These are the equations of the AKNS-hierarchy, as defined by Flaschka, Newell,
and Ratiu in [FNR]. Note that ~ takes the role of spectral parameter (it commutes with Q). One can show that

Q=(1o

0)+(0

-1

r

q)CI+ ...

0

and all equations (5.2.7) can be expressed in q and r.
(UI - U2)(UI - U2 ) = Id.

Moreover Q2 =

5.3. To give an idea of what is going on, we associate groups to these reductions.
We denote
= LCk+IEk,k+zm
kEZ
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Expressed in n, (5.1.1) becomes W E W => wQ E W. Consider now the
subgroup Go. of Gn consisting of the elements of Gn that commute with n:
(5.3.1)

We consider the orbit Go.' K>o in Gr. One directly verifies that elements from
this orbit satisfy (5.1.1). We-describe Go. explicitly. For this we consider the
matrix (gi) of g defined by g. e j = Ei gije i . Since e j is a topological basis
of K, g is completely determined by its matrix. Condition (5.3.1) now yields
(5.3.2)

g

EGo.

¢}

gi,j-lmCj+1 = gi+lm,jCi+ 1

('Vi, j E Z).

A case of special interest is the case cp = 1 (P = 1, ... , m). Then (5.3.2)
gives
g E Go. ¢} gi,j = gi+lm,j+lm ('Vi, j E Z).
Let us take K = /2(Z) ::::: L2(SI) and denote by GLp(C) the group of twice
differential maps Sl -+ GLp(C). Then using (5.3.3) and Proposition 2.3 of
[Se] we see that there is an embedding of GL1m(C) into Go. C Gn •
Conversely, one can define Gr(lm) in /2(Z) to be the GL1m(C)-orbit of K>o
in the m-component KP-hierarchy. In this way we associate to GLp(C) as
many hierarchies as p has positive divisors. In the case p = 2 one finds
two hierarchies: the KdV-hierarchy m = 1, / = 2 (see [Sen, and the AKNShierarchy m = 2, 1= 1 (see 5.2).
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